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Economic Indicators

Greetings! 
 
Thank you for the continued patronage. Please find below our monthly outlook 
for your reference. 
 
Macro Economy – We expect an improvement in the growth numbers across 
the world over the next 2-3 years led by USA and China with the fruitification of 
the trade agreement. Overall sentiment should be positive with the sectors like 
metals and commodities doing well. The USA especially should be a large 
beneficiary in this whole process and should have a favorable positive fiscal 
impact because of the Chinese trade deal, but this will also pave the way for 
other countries to follow with negotiations with China. 
Seeing how the focus is on growth from most of the countries and their 
respective central banks, their plans or action may bring a turnaround in the 
overall growth of the economy and creating jobs. 
 
In India, we expect that direct and indirect tax collections to see a good 
improvement and bring a positive impact on the fiscal situation unless the 
central and state governments opt for higher social spends, we expect India 
should see decent fiscal consolidation and management. 
So, the next Govt that forms will be very crucial for this trajectory to continue. 
That said India will be able to maintain its growth with the amount of 
opportunity it has on infrastructure and adaptation to newer technologies. 
The risk of monsoons will continue in the near term and will be a major factor, 
with the continued strengthening of El-Nino we might see some pressure on the 
farm produce. Also, with the core inflation being sticky, the central bank may 
not have a lot of space to maneuver. This situation will put a good amount of 
responsibility on the future Govt to manage inflation and the fiscal balance. 
Overall the economy should be robust with a few glitches. 
 
Equity Markets – The Large-cap space seems to have had a pre-election rally 
without any support from earnings and might see some correction or 
consolidation until the earnings catchup happens. With a 2-3 years perspective, 
the valuations of small and midcaps seem to be reasonably poised with less 
downside risk. 
 
Debt Markets – There is a liquidity crunch in the short-term space, especially 
for the NBFC’s and raising capital has become difficult with the mismatch in 
long term lending and short-term borrowing. A couple of defaults and yields 
hardening has created a panic situation in the credit space providing a great 
opportunity to invest. The reason we are bullish is that NBFC’s play a good role 
in the credit growth and an increase in the cost of funds will hurt the economy 
and dry up lending and loan books. So, we think both the central bank and the 
Govt will intervene to normalize the situation and regularize the elevated yields 
prevailing right now. Such elevated yields are great entry points in the debt 
market. 
 
Thank you and await your feedback. 

Market Commentary

NIFTY- 11301(3.89%)

SENSEX - 37558 (4.38%)

DOLLAR- 
Rs69.70(-0.03%)

GOLD - $ 1285.40(1.56%)

OIL - $70.42(2.13%)

GDP ANNUAL GROWTH 
RATE-6.40%

INFLATION RATE-  2.80%

FOREX RESERVES - $411.13 
 Bn

GSec 10 YR 
YIELD-7.39%  (0.06%)

INTEREST RATE-6.00%

CAD-(-$16.90) Bn

SERVICES PMI- 52.00 Index  
Points

MANUFACTURING PMI-52.60 
Index Points
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Short Term- Neutral Weight
Long Term- Neutral Weight

• Change in corporate earnings and private capex 
• Change in interest rate policies, crude prices 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Neutral Weight
Long Term- Over Weight

• RBI reduced the repo rate to 6.00% in its recent policy and projected inflation at 
4.7-4.8% in H2 FY19  which is within comfort zone of inflation (4+/- 2%) for RBI 
• Bond yields have remained constant ahead of elections, RBI has keenly focoused 
on boosting growth as the inflation is well below its target 
• Volatility in credit space has increased again this month. With the spreads of quality 
papers off from thier highs, There is a right opportunity for investors in short-term. 

• Global commodity price movements. 
• Fed rate guidance and inflation gap in India. 
• Reversal in bond yields due to global events 
• Reversal in inflation data 

What can change our 
view

Short Term- Neutral Weight

Long Term- Neutral Weight
• Pause in US FED rate hikes this year could benefit Emerging economies over 
next 1 years for FPI money to come in (if the earnings support). So we maintain 
neutral stance because of National elections 

• US policy changes and the effects of the fiscal deficit management. 
• Any Black swan event or shock to Global economy or local economy

What can change our 
view

CURRENCY OUTLOOK

EQUITY OUTLOOK

DEBT OUTLOOK

Why

Why

Why
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• In short term markets are expected to react to any news on upcoming General 
Elections. The trade deal between US & China is more or less resolved with 
surprise pressures from the US President 
• Pick up in earnings growth, government policies, government reforms will impact 
markets in the medium to long term. Using the volatility in the market to accumalte 
quality  midcap stocks is good opportunity for investors to invest for long term 
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